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ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 pandemic forced courts across the country to close their doors to in-person proceedings. Courts had to quickly adopt remote technologies that they ignored for years to keep courts operational. As courts have re-opened, courts have maintained hybrid court processes recognizing the benefits that hybrid courts offer for judicial efficiency. However, due to the speed with which courts adopted new hybrid court models they were often developed haphazardly. As they continue to evolve, states have left significant discretion in the design to individual courts and often individual judges, creating inconsistencies in the process. Lawyers and judges have been able to quickly adopt their practices to utilize these new hybrid court systems. Yet, eighty to ninety percent of cases have at least one unrepresented party, often of low-income. Low-income unrepresented litigants make up the lion’s share of individuals utilizing the civil legal system, and they seem to have been left out of the equation as the hybrid court models have been developed. Despite the fact that low-income litigants make up the majority of litigants in the civil justice system, the hybrid courts recently designed have made it more difficult for these unrepresented litigants to access the court system. Hybrid court models have been around since the early 1990s, and models developed just prior to the pandemic focused on increasing access to justice for low-income individuals. Courts need to take a step back and carefully consider how to evolve their hybrid court models using information gathered from the pre-pandemic models, the current models, and the benefits and difficulties that have been realized from these models. Hybrid court models that are consistent, with a well explained process, combined with an option to opt-out of the technological components when they create barriers, as well as accessible
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locations with the available technology and assistance necessary can assure that low-income litigants are not barred from the "new" courthouse doors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 2022, thanks to Court TV, the world had a front row seat to the new hybrid court models of the civil justice system.1 The defamation trial of Johnny Depp

versus Amber Heard took place in the Fairfax County Courthouse in Virginia, yet everyone could watch from the comfort of their homes. The high end cameras placed by Court TV were able to capture different angles of the parties, witnesses, lawyers, and even the judge in the courtroom. Due to the advanced courtroom technology in the Fairfax County Court, viewers also had the opportunity to observe the witnesses who appeared in court remotely from across the world. Television viewers could see the judge and lawyers seamlessly transition from in-person testimony to witnesses on Zoom, sharing exhibits and questioning witnesses without any delay or technical difficulties. The hybrid court model limited delays when rebuttal and impeachment witnesses were not within the jurisdiction. Counsel for Mr. Depp was able to quickly call Kate Moss as a rebuttal witness, despite the fact that she was located in Gloucester, England. Video screens at counsel table with screen sharing capabilities allowed lawyers to directly observe remote witnesses, easily question them, and share exhibits when necessary. Even though the jury was in-person in the court room, they too had direct access to witness testimony regardless of the location of the witness. The lawyers had no difficulties presenting their case to the court and jurors: witnesses were prepared and able to log into Zoom; exhibits were prepared for remote submission as well as in-person submission; and the lawyers were prepared to ask questions to remote witnesses in a manner similar to in-person witnesses without any difficulties with remote audio and video participation.
Court model includes technology tools such as large and individual monitors so that in-person participants had better views of body language, assisting the jury in making credibility determinations. This hybrid court model seamlessly and effortlessly worked to address the legal matter presented by the lawyers on behalf of their clients. The Depp/Heard courtroom integrated the use of remote technologies for some witnesses while still having a significant contingent of participants appear in-person, demonstrating the ease of use of hybrid courts and the technology that the COVID-19 pandemic pushed courts to adopt.

It is really no surprise that the Depp/Heard hybrid court trial was so successful. While most courts throughout the country had only recently shifted to hybrid court models, the development of the Fairfax County hybrid court model began well before the COVID-19 pandemic, adopting advanced technology within its courtrooms back in 2008. The Fairfax hybrid court model continued to develop throughout the pandemic, expanding to include mobile technology in the court, creating the smooth court process that it is today. The development of this model took significant time and thought. Additional factors contributed to the seamless nature of this proceeding in particular: Depp and Heard had highly paid lawyers with significant access to and experience utilizing the technological tools required for the court proceeding; the lawyers and other participants were well versed in the hybrid court process and procedures; witnesses had access to the technology necessary to remotely participate; and the litigants had the means to be able to spend significant time in preparation for the trial.

Not all hybrid courts models are created equal and most post-pandemic versions of them hinder accessibility to the average litigant. Eighty to ninety percent of all civil trials have at least one unrepresented litigant. Often times, unrepresented litigants are low-income Americans. Approximately 50 million Americans have
incomes below 125% of the poverty threshold.\textsuperscript{17} Of these low-income households, 71% have experienced at least one civil legal problem in the past year.\textsuperscript{18} Hybrid court models can hinder low-income litigants’ ability to access the courts and ignoring this is not an option. These models rely on individuals having access to stable internet connections and technology tools, with the knowledge and ability to utilize them. Unfortunately, low-income individuals often do not have access to the internet or technology tools necessary for participation as they fall within the digital divide.\textsuperscript{19} When a hybrid court is not accessible to low-income individuals, the justice gap grows.\textsuperscript{20}

For example, in stark contrast to the Depp/Heard trial, the same seamless hybrid trial did not occur in the child custody case of Greg and Joy.\textsuperscript{21} Joy, a low-income litigant, was seeking a transfer of her child custody case from Pennsylvania to New York. Joy and Greg, the parents of one minor child, Michael, obtained an original court order from Pennsylvania and, as such, Pennsylvania had continuing jurisdiction over the custody case.\textsuperscript{22} However, Joy wanted to move the case to New York as she and Michael primarily resided there for the past five years and had only limited contact with Greg. Michael’s teachers, doctors, and friends, potential witnesses in a custody matter, all resided in New York. It was becoming more difficult for Joy to travel back and forth for custody proceedings in Pennsylvania as she no longer had the ability to pay for travel.

Joy was scheduled for a jurisdictional hearing before the judge in Pennsylvania. The Pittsburgh-based judge scheduled the non-jury hearing to occur in a hybrid fashion.\textsuperscript{23} This alleviated the costs associated with Joy’s travel to the proceeding.


\textsuperscript{18} Id.


\textsuperscript{20} Justice Gap (2022), supra note 17, at 7 (The justice gap is defined as the “difference between the civil legal needs of low-income Americans and the resources available to meet those needs.”).

\textsuperscript{21} As the director and supervising attorney of Duquesne University School of Law’s Family Law Clinic, this story is representative of the cases that the clinic encountered during the pandemic with the new hybrid court models. Names and facts have been changed to protect anonymity.

\textsuperscript{22} See 23 Pa. Cons. Stat. § 5422. When a Pennsylvania court makes a child custody determination, they maintain jurisdiction until either a court of Pennsylvania determines that the child or child and parent no longer has a significant connection with the Commonwealth, or a court of another state determines that the child, parents and ones acting as parents do not reside in Pennsylvania. Id.

\textsuperscript{23} See Order, Sup. Ct. of Pa., In Re: General Statewide Judicial Emergency, No. 553 Judicial Administration Docket (June 21, 2021) [hereinafter Sup. Ct. of Pa. Order No. 553]. See also Order, Sup.
The judge ordered Joy to appear remotely for the hearing from New York. Greg had the option to appear in-person or remotely. In preparation for the proceeding, Joy and Greg received an order with a Microsoft Teams link, a deadline for the filing of pre-trial statements, as well as a note to forward exhibits to the court and opposing party via email prior to the hearing. While the order provided that the parties were to complete these tasks prior to the hearing, the order did not provide instructions specifically explaining how the parties were supposed to submit these items. When Joy emailed her pre-trial statement and exhibits to the court and Greg prior to the hearing, she titled each document according to what it was. However, the court staff replied indicating that Joy’s exhibit titles were confusing and asked her to instead re-save and re-send them with titles such as “Exhibit A,” “Exhibit B,” etc. Joy completed this task and submitted exhibits A through S via email. Both times she had to do this in a number of emails as the exhibit attachments were too large to send all at once. The court staff acknowledged receipt of the re-sent exhibits.

During the hearing, Joy attempted to utilize her exhibits, however, the judge was missing exhibits A through G from the electronic file. When Joy explained that she had an email from the court staff confirming receipt of the exhibits, the judge offered to let Joy share the exhibits via screen sharing. Unfortunately, Joy was participating in the proceeding via smartphone and she could not figure out how to get the exhibits to the judge during the proceeding. She had no choice but to move forward and not submit the exhibits. The judge ultimately ruled in favor of Greg and retained jurisdiction of the case in Pennsylvania. The judge made this decision because the costs due to travel, an issue Joy raised during the case, could be alleviated with this “new” hybrid court model.

Significant research is dedicated to eliminating the justice gap and developing methods to assist those, like Joy, with the greatest need.24 This includes identifying the hurdles that low-income individuals face in accessing the justice system and identifying potential solutions.25 Technology, such as the applications utilized

---

24. See Justice Gap (2022), supra note 17. See also Deborah L. Rhode, Access to Justice, 69 FORDHAM L. REV. 1785, 1816–19 (2001). “Commissions, conferences, committees, and task forces” have been dedicated to creating recommendations to close the justice gap. This includes reducing legal fees, limited service models such as hotlines, increasing pro bono services, and allowing nonlawyers to provide legal services. Id. See also REBECCA L. SANDEFUR, AM. BAR FOUND., ACCESSING JUSTICE IN THE CONTEMPORARY USA: FINDINGS FROM THE COMMUNITY NEEDS AND SERVICES STUDY 4–6 (2014), https://www.americanbarfoundation.org/uploads/cms/documents/sandefur_accessing_justice_in_the_contemporary_usa_aug_2014.pdf. A large body of the research on eliminating the justice gap requires determination of the needs of low-income individuals and where they seek services. Id.

25. See Rebecca L. Sandefur, What We Know and Need to Know About the Legal Needs of the Public, 67 S.C. L. REV. 443, 448–49 (2016) (describing that due to the perception that matters are not legal, low-income individuals often seek assistance for their legal matters from non-legal resources such
in hybrid courts, are recognized as a means to assist with closing the justice gap, addressing the costs and hurdles experienced by low-income litigants.26 Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, hybrid court models emerged as a potential solution.27 Access to justice advocates studied the initial hybrid court models, such as the immigration court model developed in the 1990s.28 Immigration courts used video-conferencing for detention hearings, requiring remote participation by detainees for appearances in court, a practice that continues to be utilized today.29 From this starting point, yet still prior to the pandemic, more expansive hybrid court models developed focusing on the needs of low-income litigants in addressing their legal matters.30 These initiatives alleviated some of the barriers experienced by low-income litigants when addressing their civil legal needs.31 They could attend court from their homes without the need to incur costs for childcare or travel, or the loss of income due to taking time off from work.32 Prior to 2020, the hybrid court models offered tangible benefits in assisting with access to justice.

However, just as carefully designed hybrid courts with an eye to benefitting low-income litigants were developing, COVID-19 required courts to close their doors.33 Prior to the pandemic, few courts had moved towards adopting hybrid court models. During COVID-19, courts swiftly adopted various technology...
platforms to maintain court functionality. Unlike, the hybrid court models for immigration hearings and other pre-COVID-19 models which were established, the quick shift to virtual courts and the new hybrid court models were haphazard. The hybrid court models of today are extremely variable and, in most cases, leave the utilization of the model completely within the discretion of individual courts and judges.

Hybrid courts and technological tools, themselves, did not present issues for Joy. Instead, it was the failure to develop a model with serious consideration of how the hybrid courts could be successfully utilized to increase access to justice, while diminishing any difficulties. It is necessary to take a step back. Models developed pre-COVID-19 provide significant guidance for hybrid court model development when considered in conjunction with what is known about the needs, difficulties, and solutions sought by low-income litigants when addressing their civil legal needs.

Hybrid court models must be designed with an eye to guaranteeing that low-income litigants can effectively utilize and access the courts to assure the justice gap does not grow. The evolution of hybrid court models, the benefits offered, and difficulties experienced in utilizing hybrid court models, all contribute to determining how to address the needs of low-income litigants within hybrid court models. This Article explores: the evolution of hybrid courts in Part II; the difficulties presented by and benefits of hybrid courts in Part III; and Part IV will explore methods to assure hybrid courts are accessible to all litigants. Hybrid court models that are consistent, with an understandable process, provide an opportunity to opt-out of the technology aspects when they present hurdles to access, and that are easily accessible offer a hybrid court design that does not hinder access to justice for low-income litigants and may help alleviate the justice gap.

36. See Remote Hearings and Access to Justice, supra note 19, at 7 (seeking to remind courts in California that “access considerations require creative and inclusive practices beyond a blanket requirement for litigants to participate in hearings remotely,” access available technologies is only once consideration); Alicia L. Bannon & Douglas Keith, *Remote Court: Principles for Virtual Proceedings During the COVID-19 Pandemic and Beyond*, 115 NW. U. L. REV. 1875, 1889–92 (2021) (noting “the other side of the remote court experience is that is has generated substantial hurdles for individuals on the wrong side of the digital divide, due to a lower access to technology and internet access for low-income individuals, and a lack of technological literacy when access is available”). See Vogels, supra note 19 (“Roughly a quarter of adults with household incomes below $30,000 a year (24%) say they don’t own a smartphone. About four-in-ten adults with lower incomes do not have home broadband services (43%) or a desktop or laptop computer (41%). And a majority of Americans with lower incomes are not tablet owners.”); BANNON & ADELSTEIN, supra note 15.
37. BANNON & ADELSTEIN, supra note 15.
II. EVOLUTION OF VIRTUAL AND HYBRID COURTS

Hybrid court models have no singular definition. Often individuals assume that it is simply taking an in-person court process and making it remote in some fashion, similar to Joy’s experience. Government Technology defines hybrid courts as a model that “brings together both in-person and remote participants and must ensure that individuals connecting from smartphones at home and groups joining from often acoustically-unfriendly courtrooms can all see and hear each other.” Others view hybrid court models as semi-automated online dispute resolution (ODR) programs utilizing artificial intelligence and technology tools to solve simple legal matters. Regardless of the definition adopted, as Snorri Ogata, Chief Information Officer for the Los Angeles County Superior Court, shared with Government Technology: “hybrid hearings are more than just putting up cameras and letting people talk, there’s a whole system around it.”

Hybrid court models and the use of platform technologies have been around longer than most would assume. This may be surprising given how reluctant most state trial courts were to adopt technology as a regular part of their court process prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. In the earliest iterations, hybrid courts were used in criminal bail proceedings and immigration matters dealing with deportation. Following these initial hybrid court models, expansion occurred to include small claims, traffic cases, and other limited legal issues with the goal of creating additional access to the courts for low-income unrepresented litigants.

Courts were not immune from the shutdown caused by COVID-19 that affected businesses, educational institutes, and public locations. This resulted in

---

41. See Pattison-Gordon, supra note 39.
44. See Seidman Diamond et al., supra note 42 (describing that closed-circuit television was utilized in Illinois as early as 1972 and in Pennsylvania in 1978. By the mid to late 90s, 17 states utilized some form of video conferencing and by 2002 over half of the states had some form of video conferencing); Eagly, supra note 28.
45. See generally Avital Mentovich et al., Are Litigation Outcome Disparities Inevitable? Courts, Technology, and the Future of Impartiality, 71 A.L.A. REV. 893 (2020) (study of over 5,000 of Michigan’s asynchronously conducted online traffic court proceedings, which included the use of text messaging and emails, found this court process effective when compared to solely in-person hearings, especially considering that it increased access to the courts for a number of individuals).
courts having to quickly develop remote operating procedures to continue to keep the justice system moving forward. Courts moved quickly from primarily in-person proceedings pre-COVID-19 to 100% remote virtual hearings during the initial months of the pandemic. As courts reopened following initial shutdowns, hybrid court models remained, becoming the new primary means of court proceedings.

These post-shutdown models are a mix of fully remote initial proceedings to hybrid trials with witnesses appearing via platform technology like Zoom while litigants appear in person. Today, individual courts and judges have significant discretion for the development of hybrid. The swift adaptation during COVID-19 and the significant discretion given to courts did not allow for the same considerations that developed the pre-COVID-19 hybrid courts. By taking a step back to review the pre-COVID-19 hybrid courts, what occurred during the initial months of COVID-19, and the developments of today, general principles can be gleaned for creating hybrid court processes that assure access to the courts is protected for all individuals.

A. Hybrid Court Models Pre-COVID-19

Prior to the 1990s, no court utilized a hybrid court model in a widespread matter. However, in the 1990s, Federal Immigration Courts implemented a hybrid court process, utilizing platform technologies (videoconferencing) for deportation hearings when immigrants were in detention centers. The immigration courts used platform technologies as a means to have detainees appear virtually in the immigration court, while the remaining hearing participants appeared in person for the immigration deportation proceeding. Ultimately Congress codified this hybrid court model, permitting immigration courts to utilize the model as necessary. The purpose of the hybrid court was to expedite the process by

Ct. of Pa., W. Dist., Emergency Order of Statewide Judicial Administration applicable from May 1, 2020, through June 1, 2020, Nos. 531 and 532 Judicial Administration Docket (Apr. 28, 2020).

47. Quaintance, supra note 13 (quoting Rita Reynolds, chief technology officer for the National Association of Counties: “the vast majority of American courts did not have practices or in some cases the physical technology to go remote … many courts have been set up for some time to conduct functions remotely on occasion – particularly in instances of proceedings that involve juveniles or other sensitive participants – the rate at which they have utilized technology in this way is minimal.”).

48. Judges: Expect Hybrid Trial System After the Pandemic, supra note 35. See generally Sean C. Pierce et al., What to Expect from Trial Practice in the New Normal, 64 DRI FOR DEF. 1, 14 (Mar. 2022).

49. Remote Hearings and Access to Justice, supra note 19. See Judges: Expect Hybrid Trial System After the Pandemic, supra note 35 (discussing how lawyers have to adapt to litigating in a hybrid manner as this is the “new normal” for courts post-pandemic.).

50. Id.

51. See Reynolds, supra note 28.

52. See Seidman Diamond et al., supra note 42, at 877.

53. Eagly, supra note 28, at 945.

54. Id.

55. See 8 U.S.C. §1229(b)(2)(A) (“The proceeding may take place–(i) in person, (ii) where agreed to by the parties, in the absence of the alien, (iii) through video conference, or (iv) subject to subparagraph (B), through telephone conference.”). See also 8 C.F.R. §1003.25(c) (1997) (“An Immigration
assisting overburdened immigration courts, create judicial flexibility, reduce costs, and improve courtroom safety.\textsuperscript{56} This method became widely accepted and in 2012 immigration judges held over 134,000 hearings via this hybrid court process.\textsuperscript{57} Although there was not a correlation between higher deportation rates and the utilization of the hybrid process, litigants were less engaged in the “adversarial process.”\textsuperscript{58} Litigants are deterred due to the process feeling less real or formal, logistical and technical problems like poor video feeds, challenges with remote interpreters, and the inability of the unrepresented to file necessary documents or raise necessary claims/defenses.\textsuperscript{59} Even the attorneys involved felt that the process “dehumanized” their clients.\textsuperscript{60}

Similar studies examined the use of hybrid court models for bail hearings in Cook County, Illinois starting in the 1990s.\textsuperscript{61} In this hybrid model, defendants participated in the proceeding via closed circuit television from prison while the other participants, such as the prosecuting attorney and judge, were in-person at the courtroom.\textsuperscript{62} Legislation encouraged these hybrid proceedings in Illinois as a means to reduce safety concerns caused by in-person proceedings, lower transportation costs, and reduce potentially frivolous bail requests.\textsuperscript{63} However, there were concerns regarding poor technology and connectivity, difficulties with defense preparation and presentation, as well as the fact the proceedings were informal and brief.\textsuperscript{64}

As hybrid courts expanded, the process of developing courtrooms capable of hybrid proceedings also expanded.\textsuperscript{65} Federal courts were amongst the first to become technologically enhanced.\textsuperscript{66} This was a unified process and updates to federal courtrooms across the country occurred incorporating: monitors in the courtroom for the judge, lawyers, litigants, witnesses, and juries to view; monitors that would allow annotations on exhibits; evidence cameras to scan live documents into electronic ones for shared viewing; connections for laptops or other technological devices; printers; video cameras; video conferencing platforms;
and an integrated controller. In federal court, hybrid courtrooms permit remote witness testimony and occasionally remote participation by lawyers, judges, litigants and interpreters. State systems have been developing similar technologies, however, not with the same level of uniformity. In 2008, during a court expansion in Fairfax County, Virginia, the county sought to incorporate advanced technological tools in the majority of the courtrooms. This was a significant improvement, and mirrors a number of advancements that the federal court system adopted. The Fairfax County hybrid courtroom was effective for the remote witnesses and evidence of the Depp/Heard trial.

With more technologically savvy courtrooms and the knowledge gained from the immigration and bail court studies, hybrid court models continued to develop. However, the design focus of these models shifted away from replicating the court experience remotely to models designed to assist low-income litigants in accessing the courts. For example, Michigan created a hybrid court model to assist individuals in addressing traffic citations. The model utilized a technology platform for mobile devices. The portal permitted communication between all participants in the process: lawyers; judges; and litigants to resolve outstanding citations. Similarly, Ohio developed a platform to address tax disputes and small claims. The Ohio model permitted online negotiations and communications between participants such as litigants and court mediators. The design of this system allows participants to upload documents and review settlement proposals to resolve their matters. New York City developed a hybrid process that allowed tenants to file housing code violation claims against their landlord. This hybrid court model also provided assistance with negotiations between the parties. These models allowed for low-income litigants to address their needs virtually on

---

67. Id. The federal court system also adopted a uniform case management system, PACER. See About Us, PACER, https://pacer.uscourts.gov/about-us (last visited Apr. 13, 2023).
69. Dixon Jr., supra note 66.
70. Quaintance, supra note 13.
71. Id. In Fairfax County during COVID-19, they expanded their available technologies, like iPads that could be taken to holding cells to facilitate criminal proceedings and, for civil matters, expanded video conferencing and technology platforms to allow individuals to participate. Id.
72. See Depp v. Heard, COURTtv, supra note 1.
73. Schmitz, supra note 27, at 105–07.
74. Id.
75. Id.
76. Id. at 106–09.
77. Id. at 109.
78. Id.
79. Id.
80. Id. at 109–15.
81. Id. at 114–15.
technology readily accessible to them, such as smartphones, allowing them to only have to appear in person for simple proceedings when absolutely necessary.82

One of the most recent pre-COVID-19 hybrid court models came from Utah.83 In 2018, Utah developed an online dispute resolution (ODR) program designed to handle small claims disputes, where the amount in question is below $11,000.84 The goal of this program was to increase accessibility to the system as well as to decrease the timeframe in addressing these matters.85 The program launched in September 2018 and by April 2019 there were 1,021 cases filed in the ODR pilot program.86 This is a multi-step formalized hybrid process, from remote initial document preparation and remote question and answer response prompts, to in-person de novo review requests.87 The Utah ODR program provides the parties with some education and advice about the information that is necessary to either prove or defend against the claims in the case.88 Then, the automated system prompts the litigant to answer a number of triage questions.89 The system uses easy to follow graphics that help them to navigate the process.90 A facilitator (non-lawyer) is a key component to the process, providing individuals assistance in navigating their matter.91 Information conveyed to the facilitator is confidential and the facilitator can: explain the process; set deadlines; help prepare trial document summaries (similar to a pre-trial statement) if parties are unable to resolve their matter using ODR; answer questions from the parties via a confidential chat room; provide limited legal guidance; and provide other assistance as needed.92 There are five steps in this process: (1) “education and evaluation” involving preliminary screening and informing users of their claims and potential defenses, (2) “communication,” where parties are communicated with and are given the chance to communicate with one another, (3) “facilitation and trial preparation” process where the ODR facilitator assists parties with any issues in preparing for trial if necessary and is also responsible for creating the Trial Preparation Document which outlines the claims, defenses, facts, and evidence the parties agree on, (4) “adjudication” where an assigned judge conducts an in-person or online trial, and (5) “post judgment” phase, and offers additional

82. See id.
83. Id. at 117–19. See also Julianne Dardanes, When Accessing Justice Requires Absence from the Courthouse: Utah’s Online Dispute Resolution Program and the Impact it Will Have on Pro Se Litigants, 21 PEPP. DISP. RESOL. L.J. 141, 143–44 (2021).
85. Id.
86. See Dardanes, supra note 83, at 151.
87. Id. at 154–55.
88. Id.
89. Id.
90. See Himonas, supra note 84, at 882.
91. See Dardanes, supra note 83, at 157–58.
92. Id.
information and tools regarding appeals, motions to enforce the agreements, supplemental orders, and information about how to collect a judgment.\textsuperscript{93} If the parties are not satisfied and do not settle, they can request de novo review by the court, either in person or virtually.\textsuperscript{94} The process is not a lengthy one: beginning with the plaintiff registering with the online program within seven days of filing a claim; the defendant registering within fourteen days; the facilitator is assigned within seven days of registration and will establish timelines and deadlines for information sharing; and finally if the court does not receive notice of settlement, the court will schedule a date for trial within seven to twenty-one days.\textsuperscript{95} The Utah system is mandatory but does permit an opt-out option if utilizing the ODR system would create an undue hardship.\textsuperscript{96}

Development of these pre-COVID-19 hybrid court models tended to be uniform in addressing specific legal issues. The significant research on the difficulties and concerns that these hybrid court models revealed provides guidance for development of more effective hybrid models.\textsuperscript{97} Indeed, the more recently pre-pandemic adopted models rethought the online process, focusing on conscientious design with the goal of aiding in closing the justice gap.\textsuperscript{98}

**B. Completely Remote—COVID-19 Courts**

The abrupt adoption of remote courts began with state of emergency declarations requiring court closures in March 2020.\textsuperscript{99} This was easier for some courts than others, with many issuing blanket continuances and suspending timetales.\textsuperscript{100} Six months into the pandemic, some courts’ backlogs were growing exponentially and other matters required immediate court action due to safety risks,
leaving no other option but for courts to turn to adopt remote proceedings as a means to move the matters forward.  

In contrast to the hybrid court models developed leading up to the pandemic, these models developed on an ad hoc basis. Unfortunately, the swift adaptation of remote and hybrid proceedings resulted in a lack of uniformity, lack of research, and potentially the creation of poorly conceived hybrid court models. Platform technologies such as Microsoft Teams and Zoom appeared to be reasonable solutions for court proceedings. These platforms allowed courts to continue to hear cases via videoconferencing where all participants, including lawyers, litigants, the judge, jurors, and witnesses, joined the platform from separate remote locations to participate in the trial. Courts had to develop methods to share documents and exhibits using programs like Google Drive; develop email protocols for court communications; and expand electronic filing methods so that individuals could file necessary court documents. The majority of courts did not have hybrid court models or the technological tools needed prior to the pandemic. Because they were unprepared for a pandemic, courts changed methods frequently, which led to difficulties for litigants utilizing the new systems due to
confusion and inconsistencies.107 When the processes were no longer straightforward and easy to understand, low-income litigants had difficulty navigating them.108

Some courts saw these difficulties and developed trainings and guides for using the platform technology and navigating the new court processes.109 Fairfax County Judge John Tran took an active role in assuring that other court members and lawyers were able to utilize the remote court model by providing trainings.110 If litigants had difficulties with the remote log-in or technical difficulties, Judge Tran would create “work-arounds” utilizing other methods to assure that litigants could actively participate in the process.111 When interviewed, Judge Tran noted one key component to a successful hybrid model is the importance of uniformity in the process so that litigants can come into any courtroom and know what to expect, having access to the “fact-finder” and, ultimately, justice.112

Throughout the pandemic, COVID-19 surges and variants caused ongoing changes to court processes and technology impacting the ability to have uniformity, often resulting in differing procedures in each courtroom.113 As surges passed, courts seemed to settle on hybrid court models keeping some proceedings and aspects of trial online, while other portions of the process moved forward in-person.114 It appears that the technological adaptions made during COVID-19 court

---


108. Zoe Tillman, Going to Court Without a Lawyer Was Always Hard the Pandemic Has Made It Much Harder, BUZZFEED NEWS (May 15, 2020), https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/zoetillman/coronavirus-courts-closed-civil-court-legal-help (describing how a generally simple process of rescheduling a hearing became almost impossible for the unrepresented litigant when they could not find the correct number, unit, or method of reaching the court to reschedule).


111. Id.

112. Id.


closures are here to stay in some format. This creates a cause for concern as the swift changes took steps backwards from the thoughtful process of development exercised in pre-COVID-19 models, seemingly unconcerned with the digital divide and other hurdles low-income litigants face when accessing the court.

C. Expansion of Hybrid Courts

As stay-at-home orders lifted and courts began to re-open to the public, most courts across the country moved from the fully virtual court model of the COVID-19 emergency operations to a hybrid court model. As established pre-COVID-19, hybrid hearings are more than setting up cameras and letting people talk while located outside of the physical courtroom. But looking for a uniform hybrid model, similar to the model utilized by the immigration courts since the 1990s, will result in frustration. Most court rules, to the extent that they exist, defer to trial courts and individual judicial discretion in determining what hybrid court model is appropriate, often on a courtroom-by-courtroom basis.

The design of these new models did not have the same consistency and considerations as the pre-COVID-19 models. Some courts modeled their operations on the Fairfax County model in the Depp/Heard trial, creating hybrid court proceedings by utilizing remote technologies throughout the trial while retaining a significant in-person component. Other courts have limited the use of this hybrid process to pre-trial proceedings or simple hearings, even allowing litigants and lawyers to proceed with a case remotely by video-conferencing or telephone.

These models include remote online alternative dispute resolution,
e-filing, preliminary proceedings, remote witness testimony, even remote jury selection. 122

The different types of existing models and approaches can be seen just from taking a small sampling of how courts throughout the United States approached implementing hybrid courts during the pandemic. For example, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court required all judges to return to their courtrooms as of July 6, 2021. 123 Simultaneously with the entry of this order, the Administrative Offices of Pennsylvania Courts created a task force to investigate the continued use of Advance Communication Technology (ACT). 124 The report issued by the task force made a number of suggestions to judges to consider in determining whether to continue utilizing ACT to create hybrid court models. 125 One recommendation includes: “Judges should establish and distribute their operating procedures for proceedings being conducted by ACT.” 126 In Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, the Family Court took this advice to heart, resulting in each of the fifteen (15) family court judges having individual and differing operating procedures for utilizing ACT in their courtrooms. 127 Some of the judges conduct every proceeding fully remotely and others offer hybrid litigation models with some steps in the litigation taking place fully remotely and others taking place in-person. 128 This hybrid court model was the very type of court model that Joy found herself in. This model causes mass confusion resulting in low-income litigants being effectively barred from the court due to the lack of consistent information regarding the individual court processes.

In West Virginia, Family Court Rule 18 provides:

The court may conduct any hearing, including an evidentiary hearing, telephone or by videoconference, and may permit any witness to testify or be deposed by such methods. In telephonically conducted proceedings the official record shall be made in the manner prescribed by the court. Videoconference proceedings shall be conducted in accordance with the requirements established by the Supreme Court of Appeals. 129

123. Sup. Ct. of Pa. Order No. 553, supra note 23. In pertinent part, the Order dated June 21, 2021, states: “Effective July 6, 2021, operation of the Unified Judicial System shall return to pre-pandemic status. All courtrooms, adjacent judicial facilities, chambers, and offices within the Unified Judicial System shall be full opened and staffed by judges and other personnel.” Id.
124. Continued Use of ACT, supra note 114, at 1–2.
125. Id.
126. Id. at 6.
127. See Family Division Judicial Directory & Operating Procedures, FIFTH JUD. DIST. OF PA., https://www.alleghenycourts.us/family/judicial-directory-operating-procedures/ (last visited Apr. 13, 2023) (providing each judge’s different remote hearing procedures which frequently changed). This is due in part to the lack of uniform rules or processes for when a judge schedules remote, hybrid, or in-person proceedings in Pennsylvania. See Sup. Ct. of Pa. Order Allegheny County, supra note 23.
128. See Family Division Judicial Directory & Operating Procedures, supra note 127.
While West Virginia has a Family Court Rule specifically addressing telephonic and videoconference hybrid court models, it provides significant discretion to the individual judge in how to develop a hybrid court model. Despite this, Cabell County, West Virginia, developed a uniform hybrid court model for domestic violence cases. The court allows the party seeking protection to appear for court remotely while the defendant appears in-person. When appearing remotely, the petitioner must attend the proceeding from the local domestic violence advocate center. At the advocacy center, the petitioner has a secure location with a good internet connection, support for technical difficulties that may arise during the hearing, and support for the individuals utilizing the process by having advocates readily available to address the needs of domestic violence survivors. This model assures access by having a uniform process for domestic violence matters, while also providing the necessary technology tools to participate effectively in this process.

The Cabell County hybrid court model also exemplifies that the hybrid court model can be successful in different socio-economic environments. Cabell County has approximately 100,000 residents and the median household income is approximately $40,000 per year. This is a significant difference from Fairfax County, Virginia, the location of the Depp/Heard trial. Fairfax County, Virginia has approximately 1.2 million residents and a median household income of approximately $130,000 per year.

In Los Angeles, California, during the pandemic the courts began to outfit their courtrooms with technology, including custom designed videoconferencing platforms, in order to continue the work of the courts. As courts reopened, Los Angeles courts maintained the hybrid court model. The blended court model (with in-person and remote participants) was more than judges with laptops and Zoom accounts. This process required: hard wiring courtrooms; assuring

130. Id.
131. Adkins, supra note 120. Given the very small size of the Family Court in Cabell County, where there is only one entrance, exit, elevator, and a small waiting room, the hybrid court model allows individuals seeking protection to seek the assistance of the court from alternative locations to maximize safety, comfort, and access. Id.
132. Id.
133. Id.
134. Id. See also Chris Dickerson, New Supreme Court Project to Promote Safety in Domestic Violence, Sexual Assault Cases, W. VA. REC. (Aug. 18, 2021), https://wvrecord.com/stories/606757922-new-supreme-court-project-to-promote-safety-in-domestic-violence-sexual-assault-cases. Survivors have the option of going to Branches Domestic Violence Shelter office or CONTACT Rape Crisis Center in Huntington. Id. See also W. Va. Rule 18, supra note 119.
137. Pattison-Gordon, supra note 39.
138. Id.
139. Id.
cameras and microphones were able to capture what was occurring in-person; assuring security; and assuring smooth technology transitions were in place so that evidence, testimony, and advocacy could all be maintained in this hybrid model. \(^{140}\) To meet these needs, the Los Angeles courts developed a tailored videoconferencing platform with features designed to manage dozens of participants, including muting capabilities, hearing reminder notices, and more. \(^{141}\) However, this hybrid model was not without faults. There were fees associated with utilizing the platform and the fee to connect with audio was less expensive than connecting with video. \(^{142}\) This disincentivized utilizing the video features and low-income individuals could only afford the audio option. \(^{143}\) There were also significant problems with audio and video quality due to the high volume of utilization in the courts and county, with over 5,000 participants a day. \(^{144}\) This led to the court having to adopt a commercial videoconferencing platform, which also required trainings for all of the 585 courtrooms and associated staff being brought up to speed on the uses of this new platform. \(^{145}\) As the court discovered equity issues, further adaptations to the hybrid model continued, such as adaptations to assure individuals with hearing disabilities could successfully participate and adaptations necessary as not all individuals have the same comfort level in utilizing the technology tools. \(^{146}\) The key to the Los Angeles hybrid court model is that it is constantly evolving to address concerns observed regarding individuals’ ability to successfully address their legal needs.

Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, Cabell County, West Virginia, and Los Angeles County, California utilize distinct approaches to the hybrid court model. In Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, hybrid court proceedings are at the discretion of each judge. \(^{147}\) While West Virginia permits judicial discretion in the utilization of hybrid court models, Cabell County universally adopted a uniform model for domestic violence cases addressing one of the most sensitive and necessary court processes. \(^{148}\) Finally, Los Angeles County’s hybrid court model is one of constant evolution to discover what works best. \(^{149}\) The differences between these hybrid court models convey one clear theme: expansion is occurring and varies state by state, county by county and often courtroom by courtroom. In comparing the models, when the model varies courtroom by courtroom, inconsistencies make it difficult for participants to effectively utilize the system, while with models that are consistent by legal problem there is the potential for an effective and accessible hybrid model.

\(^{140}\) Id.
\(^{141}\) Id.
\(^{142}\) Id.
\(^{143}\) Id.
\(^{144}\) Id.
\(^{145}\) Id.
\(^{146}\) Id.
\(^{147}\) See Sup. Ct. of Pa. Order No. 553, supra note 23.
\(^{148}\) Adkins, supra note 120.
\(^{149}\) Pattison-Gordon, supra note 39.
Expansion of hybrid court models continues to grow as does the research regarding the limitations they present and the benefits that they offer.\textsuperscript{150} In fact, grants and funding sources are also growing to help courts develop these hybrid court models.\textsuperscript{151} However, in addition to funding for development, courts need to step back to evaluate the hybrid courts developed pre-COVID-19 and the research available. The haphazard approach taken by some courts will only increase an inability for low-income individuals to access the courts and the justice gap will grow.

III. THE DIFFICULTIES AND BENEFITS PRESENTED IN HYBRID COURT MODELS

Hybrid courts can place a significant strain on access to justice, creating additional barriers in an already difficult system for low-income individuals to navigate.\textsuperscript{152} When evaluating the uses of hybrid court models, it is important to consider that low-income unrepresented litigants are not outliers to the system. Rather, they constitute the lion’s share of litigants utilizing the justice system.\textsuperscript{153} Fifty million Americans have incomes below 125\% of the poverty guidelines, meaning that for a household of four the total household income is approximately $33,125 or below.\textsuperscript{154} Seventy-four percent of low-income households experienced at least one civil legal problem in 2021.\textsuperscript{155} This likely “grossly underestimates” the actual need as it only accounts for individuals that have completed the full intake process at a Legal Services Corporation (LSC) funded service provider.\textsuperscript{156}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{151} \textit{Id.} The National Center for State Courts has developed an improvement initiative where it will award grants for one-year projects to increase hybrid court models across the United States. \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{152} See Lynda B. Munro & Nicole M. Riel, \textit{Our Virtual Reality: Facing the Constitutional Dimensions of Virtual Family Court}, 54 FAM. L. Q. 245, 259–60 (2021) (noting elements of in-persons proceedings that cannot be replicated virtually, and discussing how forcing some litigants to use online platforms fosters feelings of anger, disorientation, or disassociation and disadvantages those who lack the access to technologies).
  \item \textsuperscript{153} BANNON & ADELSTEIN, \textit{supra} note 15.
  \item \textsuperscript{155} Justice Gap (2022), \textit{supra} note 17, at 8. LEGAL SERVS. CORP., \textit{THE JUSTICE GAP: MEASURING THE UNMET CIVIL LEGAL NEEDS OF LOW-INCOME AMERICANS} 6 (2017) [hereinafter Justice Gap (2017)].
  \item \textsuperscript{156} Justice Gap (2022), \textit{supra} note 17. Legal Services Corporation publishes reports regarding the unmet civil legal needs of low-income individuals in the United States. This report provides information relating to the needs of low-income Americans and the hurdles they encounter in accessing the civil justice system. The 2022 report is unique from prior reports as it provided insights regarding “potential barriers to getting legal help, the role of the COVID-19 pandemic, and key differences between low-income Americans and those with higher incomes.” \textit{Id.} at 18.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Prior to the pandemic, there was a significant gap in access to justice between low-income litigants, often unrepresented, and represented litigants of means.\textsuperscript{157} It is foolhardy to believe that the issues that low-income Americans faced in the civil justice system have evaporated through a shift move to remote technologies and hybrid court models as the “new normal” for the justice system.\textsuperscript{158} Most believe this swift change in court operations compromised access to justice.\textsuperscript{159} In fact, LSC reported in 2022 that 1.9 million low-income individuals sought assistance for their legal needs from a LSC funded organization in 2021, a significant rise from LSC’s 2017 report when providers received 1.7 million requests.\textsuperscript{160} This is a concerning trend that suggests that the new court models developed during the pandemic did not assist with closing the justice gap, as nearly 200,000 more individuals sought assistance following the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Yet, as seen by the pre-COVID hybrid courts that focused on assisting low-income litigants, similar to Utah’s ODR program, hybrid court models can improve low-income litigants’ access to the courts.\textsuperscript{161} Developing models to maximize the known benefits while diminishing the difficulties presented by hybrid courts will help in creating accessible models.

\textbf{A. Difficulties that Exist Within Hybrid Court Models}

Developing effective hybrid court models requires careful consideration of the potential pitfalls while concentrating on the benefits they provide.\textsuperscript{162} Throughout the development of hybrid courts, from pre-COVID-19 models to current models, the difficulties presented have come into focus. Hybrid courts initially developed for the immigration and bail hearings, revealed problems with determining credibility and perceptions of the court process.\textsuperscript{163} As court processes turned fully remote during the initial months of the COVID-19 pandemic, additional difficulties presented with issues such as virtual jury selection and technology accessibility.\textsuperscript{164} While the research by the Stanford Criminal Justice Center found that virtual proceedings saved time and cost, many clients lacked internet or devices to access necessary technology, and quality technology was
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even less accessible to some which caused parties difficulty hearing, seeing, and comprehending proceedings in which their liberty was at stake.\footnote{165}

1. Courtrooms’ Lack of Adequate Technology

From the courts’ perspective, there have been significant costs associated with the expansion of hybrid court models as courtrooms must have updated technology for the model to be successful.\footnote{166} Often, courts did not have cameras on their computers or technology within the courtroom to effectively run a hybrid proceeding.\footnote{167} Initially, Los Angeles courts charged fees for individuals to utilize the hybrid court model, which varied based on whether individuals joined the proceeding by audio or, through the higher costing video.\footnote{168} This hindered participation until the Los Angeles Courts equalized the costs between using audio or video and offered fee waivers for individuals that could not afford the costs.\footnote{169} Other courts utilized funds that they received from the federal government during COVID-19 to outfit courtrooms and courthouses with the necessary technology to proceed with hybrid court proceedings.\footnote{170} It is unclear, however, the costs associated with maintaining these technologically advanced hybrid courtrooms and how courts will allocate those costs.

Aside from concerns regarding the costs in assuring that courts have the appropriate technology to run a hybrid court proceeding, they must also be able to accommodate a variety of participants. Specifically, hybrid courts and the use of technology can significantly disadvantage some individuals, such as low-income litigants. Low-income litigants already experience hurdles when trying to access traditional in-person court models.

2. Traditional Barriers to Accessing Courts In Person Persist

Low-income litigants face difficulties that litigants who can afford to hire counsel do not.\footnote{171} Indeed, ninety-two percent of low-income Americans do not get “any or enough legal help” for their civil legal problems.\footnote{172} Of the 1.9 million low-income individuals that have sought assistance from civil legal aid providers in 2021, only one out of two were able to receive any form of assistance.\footnote{173} Low-income individuals suffered disproportionately from the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, as indicated by statistics showing:

\footnotesize{
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\item \textit{See generally BENNINGER ET AL., supra note 11.}
\item \textit{Quaintance, supra note 13; Remote Hearings and Access to Justice, supra note 19; BENNINGER ET AL., supra note 11. See Afanador, supra note 103 (estimating that costs associated with creating a hybrid courtroom range from $9,000 to $13,000 to set up one courtroom).}
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\item \textit{Pattison-Gordon, supra note 39.}
\item \textit{Id.}
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\item \textit{Justice Gap (2022), supra note 17, at 61, 64 ("73\% of higher-income Americans are confident in their ability to find a lawyer they could afford while only 45\% of low-income Americans say the same.").}
\item \textit{Id. at 7.}
\item \textit{Id.}
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}
pandemic and often did not receive any or enough legal assistance for their legal matters. Particularly concerning is that thirty-three percent of low-income Americans experienced COVID-19 related civil legal issues directly impacting their daily lives. Overall, ninety-seven percent of low-income individuals had income maintenance issues related to COVID-19, ninety-six percent of individuals had education issues related to COVID-19, and ninety-four percent of individuals had housing issues, but did not receive any or enough legal assistance. These COVID-19 related civil legal issues included income matters (unemployment related issues), education proceedings (inability to access education due to the technology required for virtual learning), and housing challenges (eviction and other housing instability related matters). Regardless of the severity of the legal issue, the matter itself has a significant (often negative) impact on low-income individuals when compared to higher-income Americans.

The inability to afford counsel is often assumed to be the greatest hurdle that low-income individuals face when trying to address their civil legal needs. This is only one of the financial hurdles that low-income litigants face. Other financial concerns include the ability to miss a day of work, afford childcare costs, or afford travel costs associated with getting to the courthouse.

Further complicating a low-income litigant’s ability to address a legal matter is their “available bandwidth.” Basic needs such as shelter, food for their family, transportation issues, paying bills, assuring employment and having enough income must come first for low-income individuals. These daily needs take significant amounts of energy to address. Often, this leaves low-income individuals without the energy to address their legal issues. The COVID-19 pandemic has further complicated low-income litigants’ available bandwidth. In
fact, the pandemic has had a disproportionate and devastating impact on low-income Americans, beyond the direct health impacts. Specifically, for households with income below $25,000 a year, twenty-three percent lost employment income, eighteen percent were behind on their housing payments, twenty-six percent did not always have enough food to eat, and thirty-six percent experienced anxiety. These additional challenges create even less bandwidth available to address civil legal matters.

Often, low-income litigants face difficulties in handling the procedural portion of the legal process. Procedural hurdles include filing the necessary documentation, following the appropriate timeframes and deadlines, and otherwise abiding by the requirements of the court process. Access to the courts “does not mean access only during proceedings,” but also “to documents and materials provided throughout a trial.” Even if a litigant is able to overcome the procedural legal hurdles, the substantive legal issues present problems.

Hybrid court models further complicate these barriers to accessing justice. For example, to prove the substantive legal issues, low-income litigants may now need to present their evidence remotely, necessitating access to the technological tools to create electronic documents for remote witnesses. Mundane aspects of the court process such as how to address the court and who speaks when, create additional hurdles. Compounding the difficulty of navigating court proceedings, low-income litigants often experience anxiety and even shame when having to utilize the court to resolve matters. This anxiety and fear of the mundane does not dissipate in hybrid court proceedings; in fact, it is likely worse due to the need to navigate the technological components of the court process. The legalese that courts often utilize in court proceedings, in part, contributes to these difficulties, and now hybrid court models also include complicated vocabulary related to

187. *Id.* at 65. Higher income households were less likely than low-income households to have a COVID-19 pandemic-related legal problem.
188. *Id.*
189. See Budzinski, *supra* note 32, at 183–84.
190. See Deborah L. Rhode et al., *Access to Justice Through Limited Legal Assistance*, 16 NW. HUM. RTS. 1, 18–19 (2018) [hereinafter *Limited Legal Assistance*]. See generally NATALIE ANNE KNOWLTON ET AL., *CASES WITHOUT COUNSEL: RESEARCH ON EXPERIENCES OF SELF-REPRESENTATION IN U.S. FAMILY COURT*, INST. FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF THE AM. LEGAL SYS. (2016), https://iaals.du.edu/sites/default/files/documents/publications/cases_without_counsel_research_report.pdf (finding that among the 128 self-represented litigants sampled in this empirical study, there was overarching uncertainty and lack of understanding in respondents navigating the court system and ensuring that all necessary forms, filings, and paperwork that might affect the outcome of their case are submitted).
192. See Greiner et al., *supra* note 25.
193. *Id.* at 1126.
194. *Id.*
195. *Id.* at 1130.
technology. Vocabulary issues particularly complicate the process when individuals with hearing problems, individuals with disabilities, and those for whom English is not their first language attempt to utilize hybrid court systems. Language barriers, combined with the use of interpreters through a virtual or hybrid setting, can be very difficult. Often, interpretation requires video and not just audio to be effective. Accordingly, it is critical to assure that individuals have access to both, therefore assuring that technology does not hinder effective use of the court process.

3. Disparities Due to the Digital Divide

One of the greatest barriers that low-income litigants face in accessing courts with hybrid models is the digital divide. The United States has made strides to assure that low-income Americans have access to the internet, digital devices, and technology resources. However, a large contingent of individuals continue to not have access, or stable and consistent access, to online and remote resources, especially in low-income and remote areas. This digital divide impedes the ability of low-income individuals to access digital content and information technology. In 2020, in the initial months of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) issued a report on the digital divide and access to broadband across the country. The FCC concluded that more than eighteen million people did not have access to broadband in the United States. However, a dissenting statement submitted by Commissioner Jessica Rosenworcel noted that this number is underreported suggesting, based on other studies, it is likely that the number of individuals without broadband

197. See Remote Hearings and Access to Justice, supra note 19, at 12.
200. See id.
201. Id. See also BANNON & ADELSTEIN, supra note 15, at 10 (noting the significant need for training to assure that hybrid court models are accessible to marginalized communities and non-English speaking individuals while also assuring that the technology supports multiple languages).
203. Id. at 1–6.
204. Peter K. Yu, The Algorithmic Divide and Equality in the Age of Artificial Intelligence, 72 FLA. L. REV. 331, 333–35 (2020) (discussing the ability to access information technology, which is defined as defined as the use of computers, storage, networking, and the process of creating, storing, and securing forms of electronic data).
205. See generally FED. COMM’NS. COMM’N, 2020 BROADBAND DEPLOYMENT REPORT (2020) (detailing how the digital divide has continued to narrow as more Americans than ever before have access to high-speed broadband but persists particularly in rural areas and Tribal lands).
206. Id. at 52.
could range from forty-two million to 162 million. The Pew Research Center reported in 2021 that approximately fifty-seven percent of households with less than $30,000 of annual household income have access to broadband internet at home, eighty-seven percent of households with income of $50,000 to $75,000 have home broadband, and ninety-two percent of households with income above $75,000 per year have broadband internet at home. According to the same survey, twenty-seven percent of households with annual incomes less than $30,000 rely on smartphones to access the internet. In contrast, only six percent of households with incomes above $50,000 have to rely on smartphones for their internet access. Compounding the existing divide is that thirty-four percent of low-income households had difficulties paying for their internet service during COVID-19. Further, the digital divide remains worse in rural areas. According to the Pew Research Center survey, three-in-ten rural Americans reported having no broadband connection at home despite a nine percentage point rise in broadband adoption since 2016.

A hybrid court system is reliant on individuals being able to access stable internet and technological tools throughout the court process. Not having a reliable internet connection at home or only utilizing a smartphone to access the internet poses a significant threat to a litigant’s participation in a hybrid court process. Accordingly, the digital divide is an important consideration for the development of effective hybrid court models. Especially as these technologies advance, litigation tools and trial support methods created for hybrid court proceedings are generally only available to individuals who can afford the costs associated with hiring and utilizing these services. For example, even when a low-income household has broadband or other home internet available (such
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212. FED. COMM’NS. COMM’N, supra note 205, at 18.
213. See Vogels, supra note 19. See also BENNINGER ET AL., supra note 11, at 27, 70 (noting that even when rural communities have access to broadband, the connectivity issues impact sound and video, making participation in a hybrid court model ineffective and it creates a negative impression of access to the courts and justice).
214. See BENNINGER ET AL., supra note 11.
215. See Afanador, supra note 103.
216. See id. at 27.
as a smartphone), their internet speed is unlikely to be the same as an attorney or judge.\textsuperscript{217} Further, in rural areas audio and video connections can be slow and at times are not able to support the requirements to effectively utilize videoconferencing platforms.\textsuperscript{218} Issues such as these often lead low-income individuals to prefer utilizing the audio feature of the platform technology alone.\textsuperscript{219} The digital divide impacts more than just litigants involved in the process, it also can impact low-income witnesses.\textsuperscript{220} Witnesses with internet instability can have the same difficulties utilizing the videoconferencing technology used by the courts. How a litigant or witness accesses the proceeding, via video or audio, can impact how the fact finder views their credibility.\textsuperscript{221} Studies have consistently revealed that jurors find remote witnesses to be less credible than witnesses that appear in-person, irrespective of audio-visual connectivity.\textsuperscript{222} The connectivity can only compound jurors’ views on the credibility of remote witness testimony.\textsuperscript{223}

Additionally, empathy, engagement, and the potential for implicit bias of the court, jury, and other litigation participants can be impacted by internet and platform connectivity issues.\textsuperscript{224} Videoconferencing platforms can cause the testimony to be less engaging.\textsuperscript{225} Concerns regarding empathy and engagement are not solely the result of the type of audio-visual connection that the individual has with the court.\textsuperscript{226} Often these issues can arise due to the set-up of the video equipment being utilized for the videoconferencing platform.\textsuperscript{227} An individual appearing remotely may not understand how to set up the camera or, if connecting with a smartphone camera, they may have to hold the phone in order to have the video capture their face.\textsuperscript{228} Subtle nuances like screen direction can impact the perception of the testimony.\textsuperscript{229} It is not just the perceptions of the court, but also the
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perceptions of a jury, individual witnesses, or litigants that are of concern. Participants in the process may be disoriented and not be able to understand what is occurring in the proceeding.

The location where individuals connect to the hybrid court also can create potential perception issues in best case scenarios and in worst case scenarios can create safety concerns. When victims of domestic violence participate in a proceeding remotely there are concerns regarding the perpetrator discovering where they are located based on the environmental clues from the background of where they appear for the proceeding. Technology and online case management providers have developed recommendations for lawyers regarding the preparation of remote court spaces, such as assuring the background is tidy and professional. In fact, a number of ethics opinions discuss specific protocols that have to be observed to protect client privacy and assure professionalism when dealing with the court. These same “professional remote locations” are not necessarily a viable option for low-income litigants. Most low-income individuals have to utilize an informal and even personal location to participate remotely, such as their home living room. Over forty percent of witnesses remotely participating by platform technology do not have a quiet space available. When the witness is in the lowest income bracket, this percentage rises to fifty-eight percent. Interruptions are frequent, coming in the form of children, if individuals cannot afford child care, or other individuals, if there are roommates. When other people are in the home, it can also raise questions as to who is in the room and whether coaching is occurring of the remote participant. Potentially even more important than coaching is the private nature of some proceedings, such as
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domestic violence or family related cases, where it can be difficult for the witness or litigant to answer personal questions while others are present in their location.\footnote{Remote Hearings and Access to Justice, supra note 19, at 8.} For mental health proceedings, the remote court creates barriers for individual litigants because the matters are both sensitive and difficult.\footnote{Davison, supra note 198, at 161.} Finally, what the court or jury sees in the background of the video of a participant’s remote location can also impact its perceptions.\footnote{Munro & Riel, supra note 152, at 258.} Is the room neat or messy, does it have expensive or inexpensive furniture, are there pictures of family around? All impact the impressions of the viewers about the remote witness or litigant.\footnote{Bandes & Feigenson, supra note 224.}

4. Decreased Formality Presents Risks

Further, some scholars have discussed how the current hybrid court models are “informalized to a dangerous degree.”\footnote{Davison, supra note 198, at 159 (noting that more informality leads to conclusions that a party’s demeanor is lessened, unstable connections or atypical distractions can undermine accuracy of the court reporter in taking testimony, or directly affect the ability to scrutinize whether clear and convincing evidence has been provided).} Even courts have expressed concerns about the informal nature of some proceedings.\footnote{Munro & Riel, supra note 152, at 248–51.} Without being in the physical court building, the gravity of the situation can be lost on the litigants, witnesses, and even at times the court.\footnote{Id. at 248.} Some courts have gone as far as creating remote hearing guides specifically for self-represented litigants.\footnote{Id.} These guides typically remind litigants and witnesses of the necessity for professional behavior and conduct.\footnote{Id.} Informalities also give the impression to litigants that their matter is not being seriously addressed, over sixty percent of litigants are concerned about the ability for a fair and impartial hybrid proceeding.\footnote{Pierce et al., supra note 48 (discussing concerns regarding impact of the loss of the formalities of a court proceeding, including concerns regarding are remote juries and witnesses are paying attention or surfing the internet).}

These informalities can lead to difficulties in understanding the process, especially for unrepresented low-income litigants and witnesses.\footnote{Benninger et al., supra note 11.} Informalities extend to the design of the hybrid court processes.\footnote{See generally HYBRID HEARINGS IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVE, Nat’l Ctr. State Cts. (2022), https://www.ncsc.org/__data/assets/pdf_file/0032/78719/Hybridone-pager.pdf/ (discussing an initiative by the National Center for State Courts to assist trial courts in addressing the informalities in the hybrid court models they utilize).} While a number of states have not yet enacted specific rules of procedure for hybrid court models, in the states that have, individual courts and judges often have leeway to determine the use of platform technology and the hybrid court process is left to their
discretion.253 Given what we know about low-income individuals’ available bandwidth to address their legal needs, having courts without uniform processes and procedures creates barriers to even entering the hybrid court process.

***

The inconsistencies and informalities of the process lead to logistical issues, which are compounded by the digital divide, making it difficult for low-income litigants to effectively present a case in a hybrid setting. Practical problems that occur in hybrid courts include: knowing the appropriate steps for a hybrid process; preparing the necessary paperwork for trial in advance; developing a method to submit exhibits and sharing exhibits with remote participants; and developing a plan to smoothly present a case without running into technological or procedural difficulties.254 Knowing what we know about the difficulties low-income litigants face when utilizing the court system, such as available bandwidth and problems with the mundane aspects of court, these logistical issues with hybrid courts, if unaddressed, could pose additional hurdles for low-income individuals to overcome.255 In assuring that low-income litigants are not disadvantaged by a hybrid court process, one of the key components is assuring that the information and process is provided to the litigant ahead of time so that they have an opportunity to prepare and understand the process that they are about to engage in.256

B. Benefits of Hybrid Court Models

1. Expedited Communication with the Court

With the ongoing development of hybrid court models, from the immigration court model in the 1990s through the completely remote process of the early COVID-19 courts, to the models of today, potential benefits from adopting hybrid court models have become clear. Just as immigration and bail courts recognized, hybrid court models save on time and cost for the court and lawyers.257 Following the initial months of the pandemic and the court closures, remote and hybrid court
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models assisted with alleviating the backlog created by closures. Hybrid courts allow for lawyers to appear virtually for a ten minute status conference when in the past it would have required upwards of two hours with travel to the court, getting through security, and waiting for the case to be called (often arriving early just in case the court was ahead of schedule). Further, benefits to the court and lawyers include accessibility to witnesses that would otherwise have difficulties appearing in court. With the appropriate infrastructure, hybrid court models are an effective way for courts and lawyers to move matters to resolution.

2. Expanded Access to the Justice System and Legal Services

Further, hybrid court models provide significant benefits to litigants, particularly low-income litigants, trying to access the justice system. In fact, hybrid court models with remote accessibility and advance technology tools are well-recognized as a potential solution to assisting low-income individuals, helping to close the justice gap. Even legal aid providers are finding that these models also help with extending services to low-income individuals outside of urban areas. Hybrid court models allow legal aid providers to reach low-income litigants in rural areas, and in some circumstances they are able to provide representation for the litigant in court as well.

Pro bono attorneys and legal aid attorneys are assumed to be the most helpful solution by providing full representation. However, this is not the most sought out nor the primary resource low-income litigants utilize. LSC’s 2022 report indicated that thirty-nine percent of low-income litigants that spoke to an attorney were seeking representation, while the remaining sixty-one percent were seeking some form of limited services. When seeking assistance in the form of full
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representation, or at a minimum extended services, LSC-funded organizations could only assist with twenty-one percent of these requests. Of low-income litigants who spoke to an attorney: fifty-nine percent only sought legal advice; thirty-five percent sought assistance with filling out forms/filings; thirty percent sought help with a negotiation; and twenty-eight percent sought help with communication with opposing counsel. When individuals sought these types of brief or advice based services from LSC-funded organizations, the organizations were only able to assist with fifty-one percent of these matters. In fact, LSC reported that of the low-income litigants that sought assistance from a lawyer, twenty-four percent only sought direction to online or other self-help related materials. This demonstrates that unbundled legal services, or limited legal services, and self-help materials are the most sought after services by low-income litigants for assistance with their civil legal issues.

There are a number of differing models of unbundled legal service programs. These programs range from hotlines where litigants can call from the comfort of their home and receive advice to in-person legal clinics staffed by law students with a supervising attorney who provides advice, prepares legal documents, and provides some limited court appearances. Programs that provide advice and some assistance with legal document preparation are very effective and the litigants who utilize them have more positive outcomes. As of 2018, programs such as these assisted over 3.7 million individuals and these individuals found the services effective, especially when it combined legal advice with some document preparation. Due to the success of these programs, some states have sought to expand this service model by allowing non-lawyer paraprofessionals, such as paralegals, to assist individuals in a limited capacity.
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Self-help materials also vary significantly.\textsuperscript{278} User-friendly print guides that take the litigant step-by-step through the process that they are facing is one form.\textsuperscript{279} These materials can often be found at locations that are easy for a low-income litigant to visit, such as libraries, social service organizations, local magistrates, or churches.\textsuperscript{280} These locations provide a significant resource for low-income individuals from the self-help materials themselves to technology and internet connections.\textsuperscript{281}

Combining the two most sought solutions, technology has found a solid footing in legal service solutions.\textsuperscript{282} There are online self-help materials, with the same information as print materials or that are more elaborate with guided flow charts that can be found on court websites or websites of other legal aid providers.\textsuperscript{283} There are also some technological tools that mirror limited legal service models.\textsuperscript{284} The tools may guide individuals through an automated document preparation process or walk unrepresented litigants through the steps necessary to be successful with their legal matter.\textsuperscript{285} A prime example of this is the Utah ODR small claims program. The Utah Program combines technology based tools to triage the issue, educate the litigant in the steps of the process while also providing self-help information with “you are here” graphics, that helps litigants prepare and advocate to address their issues.\textsuperscript{286} Through a series of question and answer prompts, low-income litigants are able to utilize the program to prepare necessary documentation and if the litigant gets stuck in the process a real-time facilitator is available to assist.\textsuperscript{287} Incorporating the most sought after legal assistance of self-help materials and limited legal services as part of the hybrid process significantly benefits low-income litigants aiding them in accessing the courts.

\textsuperscript{278} Greiner et al., supra note 25, at 1123 (defining self-help materials that offer step-by-step guides are often the most utilized legal assistance services utilized by low-income litigants).

\textsuperscript{279} Id. (stressing the need for self-help materials to be user-friendly to a lay individual in order for them to effectively advance their case).

\textsuperscript{280} Id. at 1121; Legal Needs of the Public, supra note 25, at 448 (discussing that low-income litigants resist taking their issues to lawyers, often resorting to self-help and non-legal resources).

\textsuperscript{281} See Greiner et al., supra note 25, at 1121.

\textsuperscript{282} See Schmitz, supra note 27, at 104 (discussing the benefits of utilizing technology platforms for online resolutions and e-courts, ultimately assisting access to justice, in part because online platforms assist with alleviating anxiety and shame that are experienced by low-income litigants allowing participation from a more comforting location).
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3. Cost and Time Savings

Additionally, hybrid models have the potential for cost and time savings that benefit low-income litigants, potentially even more so than the benefits experienced by lawyers and the courts.288 As previously discussed, cost and time are significant hurdles to low-income litigants accessing the court system.289 Often, the time that it takes to travel for short court proceedings, such as motions or arguments, takes a greater toll on low-income individuals.290 There are costs associated with the travel itself such as public transportation costs, tolls, gas, and parking costs.291 Moreover, low-income litigants experience additional costs associated with the court proceeding such as: loss of income from taking time off from work; finding child care; or the other non-monetary costs associated with having to go into the courthouse such as anxiety experienced by having to “appear” in court.292 The costs for low-income individuals to assure that witnesses can come to court are also not insubstantial. The easier it is for witnesses to attend the proceeding, the more likely that they will be willing to testify.293 It is often difficult to secure the necessary available time of witnesses such as teachers, extended family out of state, or other individuals necessary for the low-income litigant to be successful in presenting their case. Having a hybrid process can provide assistance by limiting the time that witnesses have to be available to testify.294 This is particularly relevant for costs associated with low-income witnesses as they experience the same hurdles in attending court that low-income litigants face when it comes to travel and other costs associated with appearing in-person.295 Hybrid court models can help eliminate these costs experienced by low-income litigants.

4. De-escalation of Contentious Proceedings

In addition to the benefits of lowering the tangible and intangible costs that low-income litigants experience when accessing the courts, hybrid court models
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can also assist with decreasing the often contentious nature of particular proceedings.\textsuperscript{296} These types of proceedings are ones that impact the critical needs of low-income unrepresented individuals, such as child custody, domestic violence, issues that relate to health, and other issues that directly impact daily life.\textsuperscript{297} In looking back to the hybrid court models developed pre-COVID-19, such as New York City’s tenant program for housing code violations, it is apparent that hybrid courts can benefit low-income individuals by assisting them in addressing matters more efficiently, submitting their complaints in a simplified manner with an interactive process.\textsuperscript{298}

***

The benefits to the courts, lawyers, low-income litigants, and even legal aid providers provide good reasons for hybrid court models to remain prevalent. Developing hybrid court models focusing on the benefits can be significant in providing access to the courts if developed in a manner that assures the hybrid process is just as available to the Joys as it is to the Depps of the world.

IV. STEPS TO ASSURE HYBRID COURTS ARE ACCESSIBLE

Given the benefits that hybrid courts have to offer low-income litigants, it is particularly concerning that poorly conceived COVID-19 hybrid courts offered decreased access.\textsuperscript{299} The one size fits all remote courts models adopted during the initial months of COVID-19 were a means to provide a solution to the emergency situation created when courts closed to in-person operations.\textsuperscript{300} This did not provide significant time for consideration and evaluation of these models prior to implementation.\textsuperscript{301} Now that nearly all courts have adopted hybrid court models as they shift away from the initial fully remote models, it is time to step back and give the hybrid models proper consideration to assure they do not hinder access to justice. As courts moved to the current hybrid models, some are haphazard like
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the Allegheny County, Pennsylvania model, some are more uniform similar to the Cabell County, West Virginia domestic violence court model, while others are like Los Angeles, County, California’s model of trial and error.302

A. Ensure Courts Use Formalized Hybrid Processes Consistently

Pre-pandemic hybrid courts were making a significant impact in assisting to closing the justice gap, such as Utah’s and Michigan’s ODR programs.303 These pre-pandemic hybrid court models can be viewed as potential templates for post-pandemic expansion of hybrid court models. From these templates, as well as consideration of the benefits and difficulties observed during COVID-19’s swift move to embrace technology, and a review of the current models of today, provides a path forward.304 By careful and thoughtful hybrid court development it is possible to limit the difficulties posed by hybrid court models while maximizing the benefits for unrepresented low-income litigants.305 Courts must engage a diverse array of stakeholders inside and outside of the judicial system for court development, including those most likely to suffer if remote proceedings go poorly.306

As courts become more advanced in their utilization of technology, there are concerns that those with the technology tools and knowledge are at an advantage over those who do not have the necessary tools and knowledge.307 Yet, as individual courts and judges seem to have complete discretion in the development of the hybrid courts of today, they are informally designed at best, haphazard at worst. Normalizing the informal nature of the fully remote COVID-19 courts in new hybrid court models will add to the barriers experienced by low-income individuals and, unfortunately, move away from the beneficial pre-COVID-19 models.308 In Illinois, for example, the state carries out its role in advocating at mental health trials as part of its police powers.309 Because the proceedings carry with them the heightened risk of depriving a person of their physical liberty, Illinois law
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provides a specific statutory framework for when and how that may occur. While the courts have stressed that these safeguards “are not mere technicalities,” critics of these procedures described them as “informalized to a dangerous degree.”

As research continues to develop regarding hybrid court models’ impact on low-income individuals, it is clear that focus and priority must be given to assuring that the steps of the court process are consistent within the individual court system, well publicized, and easily accessible.

Existing self-help materials are often well publicized, easily accessible, and describe specific legal proceedings. Low-income individuals seek online and print self-help materials when seeking to address their legal needs. Often, low-income litigants are able to successfully utilize self-help materials as they utilize step-by-step instructions to approach a uniform legal process and ultimately resolve their legal issues. Pre-COVID-19 hybrid models, such as the Utah ODR process, focused on having a similar step-by-step uniform process for litigants to address their matter comparable to low-income individuals use of self-help materials. This allowed participants to move to resolution through a set procedure with informational material available to assure successful utilization of the system. A primary component of pre-pandemic hybrid court models included contemporaneous explanations of the process to utilize these tools and ultimately the hybrid court process. The Michigan traffic citation ODR program was widely published and clear, making it easy for respondents to avoid defaulting on their citations, providing access in ways similar to successful
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317. Dardanes, supra note 83, at 155–58. There is a significant level of formality, structure, and informational material to support the Utah system allowing for active participation by all litigants including those of low-income. At the Education and Evaluation stage, the system helps educate plaintiffs on what information is important to their claim through a series of triage questions; the defendant is asked how they would like to respond to the claim where the system takes the defendant through additional questioning to glean more information or further explain the situation; and the facilitator is present to assure that the participants have knowledge of and understand the steps that they are to participate in. Id.
These hybrid court models, designed similar to self-help materials with step-by-step guides for a uniform legal process, can alleviate barriers to access such as cost, taxation on limited bandwidth, and even anxiety associated with court proceedings.

In designing effective hybrid court models, scholars stress that the systems must be easy to follow, provide guides (procedures to follow), enforceable timelines, and other steps making it an empowering experience for the individuals. Courts have consistently been tasked with maintaining and developing “procedures, rules, and definitions that are relevant and consistent as times and technology change.” In 2017, the Joint Technology Committee issued a report regarding hybrid court models (referring to ODR) noting that existing state rules and statutes needed to be updated to permit the growth of hybrid court models. The committee noted it is also important to carefully craft statutes and rules to assure that they provide enough information to guide how courts and participants proceed through the process. Formalizing and unifying the process becomes even more important when low-income litigants have additional difficulties accessing the courts, such as disabilities or language issues. Having a uniform and written process in plain language assures access. The studies regarding hybrid immigration courts exposed significant concerns, but one positive development was the uniform procedure for the proceedings and authority formalized
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in statutes and rules. This limited any confusion as it was a uniform process and participants had a minimum knowledge of how their case would move forward.

Having a consistent hybrid process widely shared is likely to increase access to the courts. Hybrid court processes, developed in plain language, shared in a manner similar to self-help materials would assure access, if not increase access. Creating uniformity of individual court legal processes, assuring that the information is easily understandable and available, will assure low-income litigants have the knowledge necessary to effectively use the hybrid court systems.

B. Correct for the Digital Divide

In addition to addressing the confusion that can be caused by an inconsistent process, consideration must be given to the digital divide. Given the technological difficulties that low-income litigants experience when accessing the courts, including the lack of reliable technology, courts must provide options other than mandatory participation in a hybrid court process to ensure that the process does not contribute to the justice gap. As the traditional in-person court process is often complicated and difficult for non-lawyers to navigate, a hybrid court process could further hinder an individual’s ability to participate. The technological aspects of hybrid court models have the potential to increase anxiety and other difficulties that low-income litigants experience when accessing the court, like when to talk or how to address the court. To assure a successful hybrid court model, the model should include a simple mechanism whereby individuals, particularly low-income individuals, have an option to opt out of the technological or remote aspects of the hybrid process. As courts turned to remote court proceedings during the pandemic, juries had to participate in trials virtually. However, just as the digital divide applies to low-income litigants and witnesses, prospective jurors had similar issues. As the pandemic and online trials continued, methods to address this had to be created, and the same process should be applicable to low-income litigants. Courts developed juror screening processes for the
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necessary technological tools for remote participation as well as opt-out models for jurors that could not meet the necessary technological requirements for participation.335 This type of screening or opt-out model should be extended to all low-income litigants in a hybrid court model, assuring that the digital divide does not prevent them from participating in the legal process.

1. Allow Litigants to Opt-out of Hybrid Court Processes

Additionally, opting-out or objecting to a hybrid court process should be easy and accessible. While likely to be the preferred method for moving forward cases, individuals must have a means to opt-out of the remote components of the process. A number of courts have issued guidance memorandums on remote and hybrid hearings.336 Often these guidance memorandums focus on assuring that there is a process for either opting in or objecting to appearing in-person when it is deemed necessary “due to distance, health or other infirmities, or to ensure the security of a party.”337 While the guidance memorandums by courts are helpful, unfortunately they often are in conflict with Rules and other Statutory provisions.338 However, these recommendations do not go far enough as it is not simply whether or not the litigant appears in-person that creates an issue. The act of having any form of required remote component of a hybrid process could cause issues for low-income individuals. For example, in the Utah ODR model,

335. Id.
336. Davison, supra note 198, at 142–45.
337. Continued Use of ACT, supra note 114, at 13 n.7.

(b) General Provisions.

(1) A judge presiding over a case in which the option to appear remotely without any advance approval is permitted may, in the exercise of the judge’s discretion, require a case participant to attend a court proceeding in person for reasons particular to the specific case, including the failure of a case participant to follow applicable standards of decorum. When exercising such discretion, the judge shall inform case participants on the record if they are required to attend a future court proceeding in person. . . .

(c) Civil Matters and Criminal Matters That Do Not Involve the Possibility of Jail or Prison Time.

(1) Case participants shall be permitted to attend court via the circuit court’s available remote appearance technology without any advance approval, except for the following proceeding types, which shall require the approval of the judge presiding over the matter:

(i) Evidentiary hearings, except for ex parte evidentiary hearings (such as emergency orders of protection hearings);

(ii) Settlement conferences;

(iii) Bench trials;

(iv) Jury trials; and

(v) Any case type or proceeding type exempted from remote participation in accordance with paragraphs (b)(2) and (b)(7).

Id.
developed prior to the pandemic, individuals could seek an exemption. This exemption was only available if an unrepresented party could prove “undue hardship” in having to use the remote components of the hybrid process. The litigant was required to provide information on the difficulty and expense that participating in the online process would cause for the litigant. Yet no guidance on what classified as an “undue burden” was provided and judges had significant discretion in granting or denying the requests. Further complicating the exemption is the timing for the litigant to request to opt-out of the online hybrid court model. If a low-income defendant failed to register for the ODR system or receive an undue burden exemption the court could enter a default judgement against the defendant fourteen days after service was completed. An opt-out program that focuses on undue burden is too high for low-income litigants, however, a simplified opt-out process would be effective. Some scholars suggest that it is never appropriate to require an individual to participate in a hybrid court proceeding. Given the rights at stake or the private nature of the legal matter, the matter itself may not appropriate for a hybrid court process where remote participation is required. The opportunity to opt-out of the remote components of the hybrid court process can assure that low-income litigants experiencing difficulties from the hybrid court models due to procedure, the digital divide, or other barriers will not be hindered in accessing the courts.

2. Facilitate Low-income Litigants Access to Hybrid Court Models

Incorporating concepts from traditional unbundled legal services, or limited legal service models, into hybrid court models is a final step that could help facilitate a process that is accessible to low-income litigants. From the extensive research on services that provide the most aid to low-income litigants, limited legal service models have proven that with limited advice and guidance through the steps of the process there is a significant positive impact. These services have the ability to help low-income individuals successfully address their legal needs. These services are so successful that some states have expanded limited legal service models to allow paraprofessionals to assist low-income litigants with discrete legal tasks like document preparation and form selection. Often,
limited legal aid services are offered where litigants frequently seek assistance, such as libraries, community organizations, and other local resources for information.\textsuperscript{350} Research supports the successes experienced by having resources available at these locations.\textsuperscript{351} Developing a hybrid court system that assures that low-income litigants have limited real-time assistance in navigating the process and the ability to access the necessary technological requirements for effective engagement with the hybrid court models will increase access.

3. Establish Community-based Satellite Offices

Further, traditional hurdles such as the ability to get to court and the digital divide can be solved by having satellite offices for hybrid court participation. This limits issues related to the digital divide, assuring that each individual has access to broadband as well as audio and visual connectivity, and the technological tools necessary to effectively connect with the hybrid court proceeding.\textsuperscript{352} By placing satellite hybrid court offices in community locations, such as libraries, magistrate offices, or even social service providers, hybrid courts can be more accessible for low-income individuals. As most states only have courthouses that are centralized in a county seat, it can be particularly difficult for low-income individuals to travel to the courts from rural areas.\textsuperscript{353} Whether it be a low-income individual who is a witness or litigant, a community-based location allows for participation in the hybrid court model at a location that the individual is comfortable and familiar with.\textsuperscript{354}

Community-based satellite offices would also provide a private location with consistent ability to connect the platform technology to the internet.\textsuperscript{355} It would

\textsuperscript{350} Greiner et al., supra note 25, at 1121. See also Legal Needs of the Public, supra note 25, at 448.

\textsuperscript{351} Rebecca L. Sandefur, Bridging the Gap: Rethinking Outreach for Greater Access to Justice, 37 U. ARK. LITTLE ROCK L. REV. 721, 731 (2015) [hereinafter Rethinking Outreach] (proposing that services be offered at co-locations, legal and non-legal service providers creating community based partnerships similar to medical-legal partnerships, is a method to reach low-income litigants particularly those that do not view their issues as legal in nature). See also Greiner et al., supra note 25, at 1121–23 (discussing the prevalence of self-help materials and the necessary conditions for success).

\textsuperscript{352} Thumma & Reinkensmeyer, supra note 293, at 33–35; Tony Ronan, Lacking a Lifeline: How a Federal Effort to Help Low-income Americans Pay Their Phone Bills Failed Amid the Pandemic, WASH. POST (Feb. 9, 2021), https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2021/02/09/lifeline-broadband-internet-fcc-coronavirus/ (noting the federal program, Lifeline, used to assure that low-income Americans have access to smartphones failed during the pandemic, further exacerbating digital divide).

\textsuperscript{353} Rethinking Outreach, supra note 351, at 733. See also BENNINGER ET AL., supra note 11, at 61–66.

\textsuperscript{354} Thumma & Reinkensmeyer, supra note 293, at 34–35 (noting that community based partnerships for kiosks would also benefit court enhancing the access to technology without the need to address each individuals personal technology needs offering access to digital platforms and these partnerships could help provide assistance for technological awareness and training opportunities). See also Statz et al., supra note 283, at 363–64 (explaining that, for low-income litigants, particularly those that reside in rural areas, libraries are a “trusted, local source of information”).

provide a private location without distraction or the invasion into the individual’s home environment. A private location can enhance credibility and potentially empathy as distraction and the impression of the individual’s home environment will not impact perceptions by the court or jury. For example, the Minnesota Legal Services Coalition received $3.5 million in CARES Act funding, part of which went to deploying more than 250 “Legal Kiosks” stationed in a variety of community locations with reliable Wi-Fi connectivity and offering the ability to apply for civil legal aid services, access legal resources, and attend online meetings and remote court hearings in privacy. The project offers two types of kiosk: one that is more public and serves as an access point for legal information, self-help services, and legal aid intake; the other offers a more private virtual portal to allow individuals to meet with attorneys and appear in court virtually from a confidential space. The locations of the kiosks include family resource and nonprofit centers, public libraries, courts, community centers, and churches, among others. Satellite offices alleviate the issues relating to access to and stability of broadband or other internet connections experienced in rural areas. Overall, satellite offices for hybrid courts provide a number of benefits for low-income individuals, helping to eliminate transportation costs; extended childcare costs; the cost from missing significant amounts of work; concerns regarding the mundane aspects of court proceeding participation due to having real-time assistance available; and accessibility to the court.

Even with satellite offices, there still may be difficulties for low-income participants, witnesses or litigants, utilizing the platform technology to participate in the hybrid hearing. Real-time assistance is necessary for individuals accessing the hybrid court to address issues from technical difficulties to procedural issues, such as submitting evidence through platform document or screen sharing applications. As exemplified by the success of limited legal service models, where some advice and guidance provides assistance, low-income litigants are able to navigate particular stages of the litigation. Support from a court staff member or even another non-lawyer paraprofessionals can help in a similar manner with the difficulties presented in a hybrid court model. The service provider would be able to help low-income individuals overcome potential procedural difficulties, provide technological support, and potentially offer limited guidance through the
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362. See BANNON & ADELSTEIN, supra note 15, at 9; Remote Hearings and Access to Justice, supra note 19, at 4; Thumma & Reinkensmeyer, supra note 293, at 33. See also The Future of Courts, supra note 295 (noting the importance of having a secure system where information including evidence can be appropriately shared with all participants in the hybrid court process).
process. Similar to how facilitators in the Utah ODR program assist litigants through that process by explaining the process, the steps necessary for success with the program, and other necessary guidance, utilizing service providers at the remote location for hybrid hearing participation would assist significantly in addressing difficulties presented by a hybrid court model.

There is significant support for assuring access to the courts by utilizing satellite locations with real-time assistance in the recommendations and principles being developed as guides for new hybrid court models. The proposals are similar in nature to the creation of satellite locations with live support, such as having chat features for litigants to directly interact with court personnel to assure successful utilization of the hybrid court process. Taking proposals such as these one step further to satellite locations and specialized assistance would help assure that low-income individuals have access to hybrid courts. Cabell County, West Virginia successfully took a similar approach with their hybrid domestic violence proceedings. By having the petitioners attend the hybrid court from local advocacy centers, they have access to the necessary technology to effectively participate while also having support from advocates to help them navigate the process creating a successful method to access the hybrid court process.

The barriers presented by the digital divide as well as the traditional hurdles that low-income individuals face while trying to access the courts can be exacerbated by haphazard hybrid court design. Relatively simple steps can help low-income individuals overcome these barriers to access. Having consistent, well explained procedures, providing an opportunity to opt-out of the technological components process when necessary, and providing access to the hybrid court

364. Himonas, supra note 84, at 880–82 (noting that a paraprofessional could successfully fulfill this role).
365. See Remote Hearings and Access to Justice, supra note 19; Continued use of ACT, supra note 114; BANNON & ADELSTEIN, supra note 15 (discussing proposals that in order to assure access to the system requires internet portals, stand-alone kiosks to access court services; simplified forms, and real-time court assistance services). See also Bannon & Keith, supra note 36 (noting that a key principle to the continuation of utilizing remote or hybrid proceedings must include that the courts be open to provide legal assistance to low-income individuals, through limited legal services or pro bono attorney stations, as well as providing technical assistance). Moving this model to community-based locations could fulfill the recommended best practices for continued remote/hybrid proceedings.
366. BANNON & ADELSTEIN, supra note 15, at 9. See also Thumma & Reinkensmeyer, supra note 293, at 24, 38–39 (proposals from guidance memos include: making sure that chat features are available between participants and necessary parties; chat bots to help with technological questions or procedural issues; available court technology support that can occur in real time; and assuring that information regarding the process is made available to participants well in advance of the hearing regarding the options, technical requirements, and the overall process of the hybrid court proceedings).
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process through satellite offices with real-time assistance would make hybrid courts accessible and ensure increased access to justice.

V. CONCLUSION

Courts should carefully consider a quote that British writer, Damian Barr initially shared in 2020: “We are not all in the same boat. We are all in the same storm. Some are on super-yachts. Some have just one oar.”

As hybrid courts are being expanded, it is necessary that we do not leave low-income litigants with “just one oar.” Given the difficulties that low-income litigants experienced in accessing the courts pre-COVID-19, it is critical to take a step back from the swift technological adoptions made during the pandemic to make sure that these changes do not widen the justice gap. By carefully considering pre-COVID-19 hybrid court models and the existing knowledge about successful solutions to the justice gap, it is possible to design hybrid courts that highlight the benefits of such a system while diminishing the difficulties experienced by litigants utilizing them. Knowledge of a consistent process provided in plain language; opportunity to opt-out of technological aspects of the hybrid process when necessary; and access to satellite locations with the necessary tools and real-time assistance can assure that Joy can successfully utilize the system in the same way that Johnny Depp and Amber Heard did.

369. Damian Barr, George Takei Just Shared this Thought of Mine (Mar. 25, 2021), https://www.damianbarr.com/latest/damian-barr-george-takei-we-are-not-all-in-the-same-boat. This quote that continues to be shared to this day via Twitter, Facebook, and media outlets reminds us of the differing impact that individuals are experiencing during these difficult times.